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A B S T R A C T 

 

Bangladesh, shares 4094 kilometers of land line with India on three sides,the fourth side have a place open to the Bay of Bengal. Different issues 

should be settled if the connection between the two are to be improved, from sharing the water of 54 worldwide waterways that stream from India 

to Bangladesh to controlling psychological warfare and advancing financial turn of events. India was the principal nation to perceive Bangladesh 

as a different and free state and set up political relations with the country. Leader of Bangladesh Sheik Hasina paid a State visit to India from 7-10 

April 2017. During the visit, 36 respective records were finished up in different regions remembering for high innovation spaces of Civil Nuclear 

Energy, Space, Information Technology, Defense, Capacity building and so forth Previous President Pranab Mukherjee visited Bangladesh in 

walk 2013,which was his first excursion abroad. Concurrences on growing availability and transist, facilitating traverse the boundary, reinforcing 

exchange and venture ties,boosting advancement cooperation,putting the fledging safeguard participation on a firmer premise and advancing 

provincial collaboration.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Bangladesh and India are South Asian neighbors. Political Relations between the two nations was trailed by the visit of Indian Prime Minister Indira 

Gandhi on 19 March 1972, at Dhaka, where there she had marked the Indo- Bangladesh Treaty of Friendship,peace and collaboration, famously known 

as the 'Indira-Mujib Treaty of 1972, with then, at that point Prime Minister of Bangladesh Sheik Mujibur Rehman The relations between the two 

nations have generally been cordial, albeit now and then there are line debates. The notable land limit understanding was endorsed on 6 June 2015 

which opened another time in the relations and further halted all aggravations in ties. They are normal individuals of SAARC, BIMSTEC, IORA and 

the Commonwealth. The two nations share numerous social ties. Specifically, Bangladesh also, the east Indian province of West Bengal are Bengali - 

talking. B with Assistant High Commissions in Khulna, Rajshahi and Chittagong. In 1971, the Bangladesh freedom War broke out between East 

Pakistan and West Pakistan India interceded in December 1971 for East Pakistan and got East Pakistan's autonomy from Pakistan as the country of 

Bangladesh. In a 2014 overview, 70% of Bangladeshis offered an ideal viewpoint and impression of India. Since the visit of Indian Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi to Bangladesh in 2015 and round back visit of Bangladeshi Executive Sheik Hasina to India in 2017, the outstanding advancements that 

have taken spots incorporate goal of long-forthcoming area and sea limits affirming the issue of areas, finish of more than ninety instruments containing 

in the greetings tech regions, i.e., hardware, digital security, space, data innovation, and common atomic energy and noticed expansion in two-sided 

exchange from US$9 billion to US$10.46 billion in the Fiscal Year (FY) 2018–19, gone before by US$7 billion to US$9 billion in FY 2017–18, an 

expansion of 28.5 percent 
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1.1 Objective 

The main objectives of the project is to understand the relation between India and Bangladesh in a detailed way. India's links with Bangladesh 

are civilisational, cultural, social, and economic. There is much that unites the two countries shared history and common heritage, linguistic and 

cultural ties, passion for music, literature and the arts. The two nations were strong allies during the Bangladesh .Liberation War in 

1971.Secondly, this project also helped to understand the importance of both the nation. India has been the major beneficiary of the trade 

relations between the two countries. Bangladesh is one of the most important markets for India’s exports. For the past several decades, it has 

been the largest export market for India in the SAARC region. 

 

1.2 Methodology 

The methodology adopted for the completion of this project are basically secondary sources as the present  condition have created various constraint in 

collecting information through field work. Beside this I’ve read various books,journals,articles for the completion of the project. 

 

2 Security and Border Management 

The primary components which have added to the stressed relations between the two nations are – Insurgency: Insurgency is one of the bone of dispute 

between the two nations. The subject of ISI working from Bangladesh and supporting the extremists in the North-East was one of the significant issues. 

In 1999, it was accounted for that the permeable boundary among India and Bangladesh has been utilized by the radical gatherings for development to 

and from their camps. In 200 media reports featured the presence of various camps in Bangladesh worked by National Liberation Front of Tripura 

(NLFT),Joined Liberation Front of Assam (ULFA) and National Democratic Front of Bodoland (NDFM). 

There are likewise reports that ULFA has a few rewarding pay creating projects in Bangladesh to maintain its revolt exercises in India. 

Notwithstanding, as of late there have been positive turns of events and the security foundations of India andBangladesh have been intently helping out 

one another to determine the issues. Illicit Migration: The progression of transients across the Bangladesh limit because of unsound conditions in 

Bangladesh has likewise caused pressure between the two nations. The enormous flood of such transients across the limit has presented genuine 

financial political issues for individuals of Indian states lining Bangladesh viz, Tripura, Mizoram, Assam, Meghalaya, and West Bengal. India tried to 

check the issue of exiles by raising a spiked metal perimeter along the boundary which was significantly despised by Bangladesh. Subsequently, India 

chose to build a street along the 2,200 km Indo-Bangladesh Border, 150 yards from the division line to check the invasion of unapproved people into 

India. India worked with the bringing home of Bangladeshi Chakma outcasts from camps in Tripura. Every one of whom have returned. Water Dispute: 

In 1975, India finished the Farakka Barrage across the Ganga. As a lower riparian state Bangladesh was imperatively concerned and the death of 

Mujibur Rehman in August that year during a Coup made issue more regrettable. The debate proceeded from there on with no legitimate settlement. 

With the arrangement of the Awami League government in June 1996, the new driving force had been given to Indo-Bangladesh relations. In 1996, 

Indo-Bangladesh water settlement was endorsed on the Farakka torrent. This agreement was an improvement upon the 1975 Farakka Accord. As 

indicated by this arrangement, India should permit at any rate 35,000 cusecs of water to stream into Bangladesh. Yet, as per pundits, it scarcely comes 

to over 25,000 cusecs. Pundits have too scrutinized the surge and mystery that highlighted the settlement. Begum Khaleda, soon after expecting office 

told a meeting Indian messenger that the settlement should be changed and updated, to guarantee a reasonable and impartial portion of water to 

Bangladesh, particularly during the dry season. Boundary Disputes: Border pressures among India and Bangladesh are not new. India and Bangladesh 

share a land boundary of 4,096 km and a sea boundary of 180 km. The non-outline of a 6.5 km land line along the Comilla — Tripura makes the 

boundary question unsettled. India's hesitance to determine this issue is ascribed to the worries of individuals living in the terrains liable to go to 

Bangladesh after division. Sharing River Water: Water question is one of the serious issues between the two nations. The sharing of the water on a 

super durable premise is a significant pushed of Bangladesh.India and Bangladesh share 54 normal waterways and have an understanding on the 

sharing of waters of waterway Ganga during lean season (January 1-May 31). Endorsed on December 12, 1996, the Ganga Waters Treaty is in view of 

standards of value, decency and no damage to one or the other side and keeps on working agreeably. The two nations have a respective Joint Rivers 

Commission (JRC) that was set up in June 1972 to keep up with contact between the two nations to amplify profits by normal waterway frameworks, 

detailing of flood control works, definition of proposition on advance flood admonitions, flood guaging, and twister cautioning, as additionally 

investigation of flood control and water system projects. 

3 REFUGEE ISSUE 

The issue of evacuees in India began after the parcel also, was trailed by a progression of issues, going from essential needs like food, cover, 

medication, disinfection and to the enthusiastic strife of losing one's country. This moreover made a sensation of hostility among the di splaced people 

on both sides of the lines, who considered individuals of the other country being answerable for their misfortune. Since the majority of them were 

ranchers, they needed land to work in India. There were lands which were left by the Muslims who had moved to Pakistan. Consequently some land 
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was accessible. These parcels of land were split between the outcasts, after working out a trade off, in understanding to the degree of their guaranteed 

land in Pakistan. This can be generally found in the northern piece of India, particularly Delhi. In any case, the battle of outcasts in the western piece of 

India was more. The evacuees were significantly Sindhi who were socially totally different from the Marathi and Gujarati societies previously living in 

the district, not at all like in the areas in also, around Delhi, where the evacuee Punjabis could form in without any problem. Alongside this, the 

evacuees in the western piece of India couldn't get any land because of the way that they were brokers. Notwithstanding, with the progression of time, 

they recovered their poise of life by their effective abilities of exchange. Outcasts here came from the past East Pakistan (presently Bangladesh). 

Notwithstanding, the issues looked here were of a diverse nature. Since, there was just an uneven movement in this part for example from East Pakistan 

into India, there emerged an issue of settlement of the evacuees. Additionally, the shortfall of urban communities separated from Calcutta (Kolkata) and 

afterward Asansol (somewhat in Assam and Tripura) in East India made it hard for movement. Because of absence of instruction, abilities and no major 

support from the Government, the outcasts needed to live in hopeless conditions, any place it was conceivable. Gradually, it prompted the 'immiseration 

of West Bengal'. This moreover made threats among individuals as the outcasts were seen as an additional weight by local people of the east, 

notwithstanding, luckily, they were caught up in the standard of the country and the threats couldn't proceed till long. (1) 

4 SUGGESTIONS: 

India's links with Bangladesh are civilisational, cultural, social,and economic. There is much that unites the two countries – a shared history and 

common heritage, linguistic and cultural ties, passion for music, literature and the arts. Also, Rabindranath Tagore, the Indian Polymath created the 

national anthems of both Bangladesh and India in 1905 and 1911 respectively. The two nations were strong allies during the Bangladesh Liberation 

War in 1971. From the mid- 1970s, however, relations worsened because Bangladesh developed closer ties with Islamic nations, participated in the 

Organization of the Islamic Conference, and increased emphasis on Islamic identity over the country's ethnolinguistic roots. The two countries 

developed different Cold War alliances in the 1980s, which furtherchilled bilateral relations.With the onset of economic liberalization in South Asia, 

they forged greater bilateral engagement and trade. The historic Ganges Water Sharing Treaty was concluded in 1996. India and Bangladesh are close 

strategic partners in counter- terrorism. They are also the largest trading partners in South Asia.. 
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